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Nolte,

One of the first things that struck me on arriving in
Hog Kong was that most people I met, whether Chinese, English
or American, seemed a little surprised to her that I was to
few days. It is true that the mjority of new
stay more than
arrivals here are either tourists or people stopping here en
and the attitude is not one that would attract one’s-ion in
place that exists only to cter to the needs
of transients,- but Hong Kong is one of the major cities of
seat of commerce and industry which amasses great
Asia,
wealth uite independently of its casual visitors, and s such
it might be expected to show greter indifference to newcomers.
To me this apparent assmmpion that outsiders regard Hong Kong
as a place to be looked at, shopped in, and left behind s
brief and possibly colourful interlude has suggested a clue
to the way in which the inhabitsmts of Hong Kong think of their
country. It seems that few of the people I have met (and I
must admit that they include no one from the rural areas of
the Colony, who might be expected to feel a longstanding
connexion with the soil) seem to look upon Hong Kong as a
rsal home.

It is not difficult to suggest re&sons for this attitude.
As regards the non-Chinese residents, who together comprise
between one and two percent of the population, it is simple
enough; the great mjority &re expatriates, born outsideHong
Kong and in most cases intending to live outside Hong Kong in
career and then leave. A high
retirement- here to make
proportion of the Chinese are also expatriates for one reason
or another
some established in business or
profession here
for many years, some refugees who have arrived in the last
fifteen years. Unlike the n, Chinese, the majprity of them
cannot easily leave Hong Kong except for either China or Tiwan.
For them the presence of these two, particularly of Chin, is
much more real than a visitor might suppose. A great majrlty
hve family connexions of some sort with the minland, on
if these are not actlvoly maintained. Thousands visit their
relatives in China for the New Year celebrations, and even
more poopls remit money to their families in Chin.

Aprt from family ties, there are many reminders of
the presence and impertance of China. Quite apart from the mere
spectacular events, such as the selectien ef delegates to
represent Hong Keng t the Ntionl People’s Congress
Peking
from time to time (they are selected in Peking rther thn in
Hong Kong) one sees Chinese products everywhere, mrked as
such- food, medicines of the traditional kind, magazines and
films. There are several big bookshops owned by the Chinese
@overnment or controlled by it. Well pinted junks and tugs
from Canton (the latter are about the last relics of the age
of coal te be seen in Hong Kong) move constantly through the
harbour with their red flgs. Although the Bank of China mintains a stony impassivity in the very centre of the cit,
lrge number of other banks which are controlled from China
feature window displays of what is happening over the border.
How far does the Britishness of Hong Kong counterbalance
this? In the first place, only a smll proportion of the Chinese
residents of Hong K0ng re British nationals, though it is not
so very difficult to aca.._uire nationality. In practice, s the
franchise is very narrow, the disabilities of being an lien
are hardly noticeable until the question of foreign travel
arises. But few of the Chinese here have any such symbolic
link with Britain to match he strong, if implicit sense of
being rclally and culturally Chinese.
The colonial form of government does little to develop
sense of citizenship in Hong Eong’s residents. Apart from an
elective element in the management of public health, urban
redevelopment and certain public amenities, representative
institutions do not exist. And it is not only in this sense that
the Government and its subjects are alien. The gret majority
of governmental activities are carried on under the direction
of foreigners in
foreign, and for most people wholly incomprehensible lnguge. All official documents are in English, by
no means all of them being translated, nd the proceedings of
all courts and public offices re also in English, with interpretation where necessary. It is true that there has long been

a Secretariat for Chinese Affairs (almost as if the Chinese
minority in the community) to maintain contact with
were
the Chinese and to rrange for the translation o the more
important documents, and more recently a number of Government
Information Offices have been set up, but the very popularity
of both of these suggests a crying need.

Amongst those who are able to follow tha activities of
the Government more or less closely there are critical attitudes
ranging from enthusiastic approval to indifference or frustration,
but there seems to be a lack of interest in active politics.
It is true that fom time to time efforts re made to start
popular political movements, but I am ssured that these hve
all failed for lck of support. It is certainly true that the

Government bases its failure to take any steps in the direction
of democracy on the lack of popular support. To .uote a recent
editorisl in the South Chin orning
sympathetic to the Government,

Post, which is in general

"Thse who comprise the bulk of the Colony’s
nearly ,000,000 people are much toe involved in the
everyday problem of existence to concern themselves
with concepts like representative government. After
ll, abstract ideas do not eS, or clothe, or house,
r euct a fmily."
qatever doubts one may have about this sort of general proposition, it is clear that Hong Iong’s geographical and strategic
position forces on her a certain neutrality in terms of Asian
politics in general, and there are good resons for proscribing
anything like serious political agitation. Given the considerable
investment in time and energy in various civic and voluntary
orgnisations, however, it is hard to be convinced that Hong

Eong could not produce some viable form of self-government or
partial self-government in those areas of her life that are
not directly concerned with foreign affairs or public order.

If the Chinese residents in Hong Eong think of the
Colony s a sort of foreign-run enterprise in which they are
non-voting shareholders, the dividends- the chance to develop
their own businesses, practise their professions, or simply
are
live in freedom with the hope of making good some day
satisfactory enough to make them the most cooperative of
colonial peoples. Perhaps the most powerful, though least
explicit of the factors which make for the curious feeling of
dissociation which one senses in Hong Eong is the nowledge
that in the foreseeable future the enterprise is to be put into
compulsory liquidation. Wth the exception of the island of
Hong Kong itself and the very tip of the Kowloon peninsula,
the territory of the Colony is not under perpetual BritiSh
lease from Chin. The lease
sovereignty, but is held under
will expire in 1998, whereupon the whole of the so-called
New Territories revert to Chinese sovereignty.

Although until a few years go the New Territories
were little more than a "bek grden" to the cities of Hong
Kong aud Eowloon, the economic integration of the various
prts of the Colony is now such that the nucleus under
perpetual British sovereignty could not survive the loss of,
among other things, much of its precious water supply, the
more important industrial plants, half of the harbour, the
principal dockyard, and part of the airport, (even ssuming
that survival ws politically tolerable to China.)
Curiously enough, there seems to be little discussion
of this situation, however much anxiety it may cus people,
and this has been something of a surprise to me. it learly
accounts fr the widespread interest in emigration, especially
to the United States, but otherwise there isalmost a
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conspiracy of silence about Hong Kong’s future, which one
hesitates before breaking.
The effect of this impermanence on the mor8le of Hong
Kong must be very great, even if it is incalculable. In terms
of the Hong Kong style econony thirty-three years is quite a
long time, even where investment in land is concerned, and in
fct investment in Hong KOng does not yet seem to be affected
by. the lese, for the relatively laissez faire environment
still ensures s remarkably qick return ("T-ee or four years
ago a building could pay for itself in as little as two and a
half years; even now five or six years is not unusual.) In
large proportion of the middle nd lower age
hunan terms,
groups must expect ultimately to live under Chinese rule,
whatever in time that may signify. They can scarcely avoid
wondering what will then be the value of their businesses,
their savings, and in the case of those who have received an
English or other ?estern training, their skills.

.

Such considerations do not seem to have affected the
remarkable economic growth of Hong ong in the last ten years;
they may even have served as a spur to rapid development. As
time passes, however, they are boun..d to come more to the forefront in everyday pragticl matters. In the meantime, they may
partly explain Hong KOng’s curious lck of self-confidence.

Yours sincerely,
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